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'Confidentiality' law concerm officials
By CAROL JOHNSON
Special Writer

Murray State University administrators are concerned, as
are their counterparts in
universities across the nation,
about the implications of a new
federal Jaw giving college
students access to their confidential records.
Entitled "The Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act of 1974," the law was sponsored by Sen. James Buckley,
Conservative Republican, N.Y.,
u an amend ment to the omnibus school aid bill signed into
law Aug. 21.
The Act waa originally intended to deal with complaints

on the elementary and secondary levels by parents who
wanted to see a file which
might conceivably follow their
child throughout his life.
It was extended by Sen.
Buckley to include higher
education,
and
unless
Congressional measures are
taken, it will go into effect Nov.
19.

Seven higher education
associations have asked
Congress to delay the implementation of the act until
sometime next year to allow an
adequate time for hearings and
diacussions about setting up
IUidelines.
AB it' stands, universities

have 45 days to provide access
to students' records after the
request to see them is made, or
face cut off of federal funds.
Wilson Gantt, registrar at
MSU, met Tuesday with legal
counsel to determine the
University's legal responsibility
based on the new legislation.
All office personnel and administrators connected with the
registrar's office, admissions
and records attended the
meeting to try and come up
with a "campus-wide policy"
dealing with "a period of time,
almoet six months, when there
will be a law on the books with
no IUidelinea governing it,"
said Gantt.
The lo'ederal Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
requested at least 180 Jays to
prepare guidelines for institutions, rather than the 60
days called for in the oriainal
legislation.
Gantt cited many of the same
reservations about the law as

Vol.

did the "Higher Education and
National Affairs" newsletter
put out by the American Council on Education.
It stated that if all exist.ing
records are involved, confidential
recommendations
from .persons such as guidance
counselors or principals about
students applying for admi88ion
would be opened up and their
confidentiality violated.
The registrar's office keeps
what is considered the "official
record" of a Murray State
student. Within this file is the
student's initial application for
admiaeion; high school record,
including acores on such thi.,,s
as I. Q. testa; any correspondence from the student, a nd oc·
casionalty unsolicited letters
from people recommending the
student for admission and comments from IUidance counselors.
These files remain in folders
and are stored in a vault in the
registrar's office. After a period
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of five or six years these records
are microfilmed and stored.
Secondary sources of con·
fidential information are the
he~lth services office (where
medical records required for
admis.'iion are filed) and the
guidance and counseling center
(where psychological testing is
sometim~ dont~. I
Another a rea of concern is
the placement office, since let·
ters of recommendation from
professors are filed there for
prospective employers.
Both Gantt and the ACE feel
that "the Act contains im·
portant ambi~Uitiee that should
be cured by leaialative action."
Questions arising from
varying interpretations include:
how broad is the term "any and
a ll official records, files and
data?" Would it include a
profeAAOr's recnrrl" ''" students
at home nr nffi1'f''
Could a student challenge
the grade a professor gave him,
(Con tinu ed on page 12)
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Plaru for new plant

Electric energy chosen
_By JEAN TABOR
Reporter

Photo by Debbie Sellars
HAS SHE GOT IT IN THE BAG? It looulikehe'a all wrapped u p
in the relationship, but rumor has It that she's ju1t 1trlnl(ing him
along. Actually, the above Ia par t of an art claee project. Sherry
Pair, freehman art major from Union, Tenn., etande to the right of
the finl1hed product.

Electric boilers will power
the newCentral Heating and
Cooling Plant being planned
for Murray State University.
"The use of electric boilers and
electric energy appears to be
the most economical and efficient route for us to take
when considering cost of equip·
ment,
environmental
regulations and the cost of
meeting pollution standards,"
stated Dr. Thomas Hogan!=amp,
vice-president
for
administration and finance.

They could've danced
all night,

all day

and all night

By STEVE LOWERY and JAYNE CLARK
Feature Editor

Boogie,
Boogie,
Boogie,
Boogie,
Boogie,

A1at. Newa Editor

booKie, boogie all night long,
woogie, woogie you con 't go WTOflll,
woogie, boogie, WOOBie all ni6ht loflll,
woogie, woogie you con 't go UJTOflll,
woogie baby, boogie on down the line.

--Johnny IAe Hoolcer
That sounds like a great time, boogieing all night long that is, but da ncing for
a day and a half is a different matter.
After 36 straight hours of dancing in last week's Alpha Kappa Pai Dance-athon, we came to the conclusion that dance marathom are a thing of the past and
can stay there.
Now don't misunderstand, the contest was a good time and we won $100 for
tying for first-place, but what happens to the mind, body and soul after shuffling
for 36 hours is drastic.
Our bodies still ache and we still feel a bit spaced out.
About three weeks ago someone suggested that we dance in the mara thon, just
to see how long we could stand up and keep a beat. Besides, they said, the contest
was only scheduled to last 52 hours.
Only 52 hours, huh?
The longest either of us had danced was about 30 or 40 minutes at one time.
Even then if there wasn't a cold beer to drink and someplace to sit down after
juking, it would be curtains for the dance noor or the dancers. So now we're
going to shake for 52 hours? Forget it.
After considerable persuasion by friends and a few good nights of partying we
decided that maybe dancing for two or three days might not be so t.d after aU.
So we went into training for the event.
(Continued on pace t)

Replacing the present
heating plant which was constructed in 1938, the new
facility originally was to be
powered by natural gas. "But,
gas is no longer available in

quantities which can be considered for a plant such as
this," said Dr. Hogancamp.
At a meeting Tuesday in
Frankfort thP decision to use
electric boilers was made.
(Continued on page 2)

Sly tickets amilable Monday
Ticket.s ~u on sale Monday
for the Nov. 23 Sly and the
Family
Stone
concert.
Available in the Waterfield
Student Union Bldg. lobby,
seats will sell for $5 to nonstudents and $4 to students
with identification cards.
Also on the program for the

Student
Government
Association sponsored concert
is Majik, a three-piece band
from Nashville, Tenn.
Tickets are also available at
Mama Nature's, Mayfield
Music Center and Sun Audiu
and Gatlin and Cohrs,
Paducah.

'
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Sixteen discuss $780,000 renovation

Carr Health Bldg. to receive face-lift
By RICK ORR
Reporter

Sixteen interested students
and faculty attended the forum
on the proposed Carr Health
Bldg. renovations last Thursday. Originally planned for the

main gymnasium, the forum
was moved Lo a classroom so
that a larger group of students
could play basketball uninterrupted.
Heading the forum. Dr. Chad
Stewart, chairman of the
department of recreatie>n and

Reported as 'ratified'
constitution accepted'
Incorrect terminology used in
the Faculty Senate constitution
story appearing on page two of
last week' s Murray State
News has lead to misunderstanding by readers.
The story stated that the
Faculty Organization ratified a
rough draft of a constitution
creating a Faculty Senate when
the Faculty Organization actually ae<·epted the constitution
as written by the committee
that draftNI it as u committee
report.
Ratification will occur if the
report is accepted by a twothirds majority of the general
faculty. Voting by the general
faculty will take place Monday
hm noon W 5 ~m a~
Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in tho (<'acuity Center, Wells
Hall Lobby.
The general faculty is
defined as " all retlident personnel holding appointments as
professors, associate professors,
assistant professors and instructors who are responsibly
engaged in teaching and/or
research."
Upon ratification of the constitution, the chairperson of the

Faculty Organization will issue
a call for initial election of
senators and convene the first
meeting of the Faculty Senate,
presiding until a Faculty
Senate president is elected.
As contained in the constitution, the purposes and
responsibilities of the Faculty
Senate are to:
11 Promote the growth and
general welfare of the University;
2) Consider and expruss
faculty judgement and recommendations on University af.
fairs, including personnel,
financial and academic matters, as the Senate deems appropriate and necessary, and
3) Afford avenues and
procedures whereby communications within the University may flow freely, fully and
systematically; and to accept
and share responaibility for
creating, maintaining and
protecting a university environment conducive to the
growth of scholarship, learning,
teaching, research, ~ervice and
rf!llpect for human dignity and
rights.

Electric energy----(Continued from pa1e 1)

electric boilers was made bv the
Division of Engmeering · and
University
representatives
Orrin Bickel, director of the
MSU physical plant, David
McMullen, assistant director of
the physical plant, and Dr.
Hogancamp. Their decision was
based upon the report submitted to them by the consulting engineering firm of
Mason and Hanger, Silas
Mason
Company,
Inc.,
Lexington.
"It is anticipated that the
planning for this new facility
will be completed August 1975,
so construction c11n commence
in October. The estimated construction time i!l 500 days, so it
is hoped it will be completed
and operational by the spring
of 1977," stated Dr. Hogancamp.
Planning for the new facHity
began in 1970. Dr. Hogancamp
explains the ,delay, "Back in
1970 we were well along on the
design of a Central Heating
and Cooling Plant when plan·

HUIE'S
Flower Shop

ning was interrupted by lack of
funds. The project remained
inactive until the current
$4,000,000 was made available
to the University in February
1974 through Federal Revenue
Sharing."
The new plant will provide
heat and hot and chilled water
for most of the older portion of
the campus.

physical education, gave
background information on the
building,
"The John Wesley Carr
Health Bldg. was built in 1937as and was then considered as
; showplace in this part of the
country for the kind of ove,rall
facilities it offered. The
building then cost $240,000 to
construct, and today it will cost
$780,000 just to renovate, and
even that won't be a complete
renovation," said Dr. Stewart.
"This is still a fine building,
but we did need the funds to
bring it up to standard."
"We have been expecting
some money from our own
budget for s~me time now, so in
anticipation we started taking
idea!i about three years ago.
The money we have received
came from the Governor's contingency fund, through the
Committee
of
Higher
Education,'' said Dr. Stewart,
explaining the forum's purpose.
"We n~ver expected this much
money and we would like some
more ideas from our faculty
and students," he added.
The total $780,000 allotted
can not be spent entirely on
renovation, he said. Improvements and adjustment~
must first. be made to bring the
building into line with state
building codes.
Necessary improvements include installation of sprinkler
and fire alarm systems, an
emergency generator, enclosure
of all stairwells, electrical
rewirin~t,
lighting
im provements and plumbing
replacements. "The fixed cost
of necessary renovations is
$345.295, leaving $434,705 for
renovations and change,'' Dr.
Stewart said.
Following the backgrounding, the forum was thrown
open for ' questions and answers. ldeaH offered for
r~.>nov11tion were reworking all
flooring,
refinishing all
classrooms and carpeting the
drc&!!ing rooms.
Bob Head, chairman of the
art department, suggested that
art students might paint

murals on the lobby's north
and south walls.
Dr. Stewart said improvements first on the list include the upgrading of gymnasiums, dressing and locker
areas, converting the auxiliary
gymnasium into handballracquetball courts and the
renovation of the swimming
pool and recirculation/filtration
s~tem.

The committee, which Dr.
Stewart heads, will meet. again
to establish priorities. "At some
point we will have to say this
will be done and this will be
thrown out," he said.
Committee members an:
Bailey Gore, Nita Head, Buddy
Hewitt and Bill Wells, all
assistant professors of health,
physical
education
and

recreation.
"When tht> general contractor is approved and the
state sets up overseers, this
does not do away with the committee. We will still have to
stay on top of things,'' Dr.
Stewart said.
He predicted the renovation
would probably begin after
May graduation. "We are still
accepting ideas, but we are getting to the stage where we will
have to start acting,'' said Dr.
Stewart.

- -Who's Who-Pictures for Who's Who
are being rescheduled now.
If you have not been contacted by the "Shield," you
are requeNted to call Lynn
Fischer at 767-2677 by
Tuesday.

ou Are Welcome
You Worship With Us
University
Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street

Sunday

9:30a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship
7:00 p.m. Worship

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

STUDENT

.1nd FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Nov. 17, 13, 14
Sports Coats
2 pc.

SUITS

lnfact,dolots
d things.
One thing about the U.S. Army is its siu. lt'a big.

SWEA1'1!ii<:S
TROUSERS
SLACKS

And because it's big, it offe111 111l kind!\ of opportunities to girls
who want to do thing11 after college.
Things like traveling, and meeting new friends, and learning
new skills and personal accompli~hmenlti.
The U.S. Army has opl•nings for training in many different
fields and specialties. Communications, for llxample, or medicine.
Personnel, J<'inance, Photography And more.

SHIRTS .25¢
on hanger

Thll excitement and fun and interest of the U.S. Army i~ waiting
for you.

TedQ's Anny

And do eomething for yourself.

Designers: Gary Brown
Rob Jaggers

Phone: 753-3981

.

One Block From Campus
~·o(( ·
- '?HI '111 S. 15th

"..

;

..
'

lLT D.E. Walker
WAC Recruiting Officer
Baker Building, Room 703
110 21st Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee 37.203
Telephone: (611S) 749-6892
•'

Central Shopping Center
Open 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Phone 753-9084
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in the news

Professors seeking funds

Vinyl chloride to be tested
By DARLENE McPHERSON
Reporter

Coffeelwuse schedules trio
Second in the Cavendish Coffeehouse series from New York,
"Easy Steam," a trio of vocalist& and musicians,is scheduled to
appear Monday through Wednesday in the Thoroughbred
Room of the Waterfield Student Union Bldg.
Sponsored by the entertainment committee of the Student
Activities Board, their performances will last from 8 p.m. to
midnight with a 50 cent& admission charge.
Denny Cosgrove, Rudy Lundahl, Charles Sobczak, two
guitars and a recorder form the group which has been working
together for nearly two years. During that time they've written
more than 50 original songs.

NOW to organize T.may
An organizutional meeting for a NOW (National
Organization for Women) chapter in Murray will be held Wed·
nesday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Federal Savings
and Loan Bldg. Anyone interested in joining is encouraged to
attend this meeting.
Jennifer Hipp, former State Coordinator for NOW in West
Virginia, will give some basic information about NOW and an.
swer question!!.
The National Organitation for Women (NOW) was formed in
1966 by 28 women attending the Third National Conference of
Commissions on the Status of Women in Washington, D.C. At
that time they drafted a statement of purpose which read: "To
take action to bring women into full participation in the mainstream of American society NOW, assuming all the privileges
and responsibilities thereof in fully equal partnership with
men."

Dyer asksforfood ecology
• "Take all you want, but eat-what you take:' said Joe Oyer,
director of food services, in reference to the new system of self.
service installed at Winslow Cafeteria three weeks ago.
Dyer was concerned about the amount of food waste and felt
that something had to be done. Various types of posters now
spot the walla of the cafeteria with alogaiUJ such as, "Be a Food
Ecologist" and "Enjoy a complete meal, but don't waste it."
Buttons worn by cafeteria workers who serve food say, "If you
want less. tell me.''
The new self-service system was established following a
suggestion by President Constantine W. Curris. It is not certain
yet if the change has been a successful one, but Dyer 11tated that
it will have to run for a while. ;!'here have been .several compliments on it thus far from the students, said Dyer.

Film theater opens Sunday

Although the natural en·
vironments of aquatic animals
and man are different, two
Murray State Univer.s ity
professors hope the study of
chemical effects on one will
lead to clues of ita effect& on
the other.
Dr. Marshall Gordon,
professor of chemistry, and Dr.
W. J. Pitman, chairman of the
biological sciences department
have applied for a grant with
the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare. This
would allow them to study the
effects of vinyl chloride on
freshwater organisms.
The deaths of three workers
at a B.F. Goodrich plant in
Louisville have been attributed
to liver cancer and traced to
vinyl chloride, putting the
chemical in the scientific
spotlight.
Dr. Laszlo Makk, director of
laboratories
and
chief
pathologist at St. Anthony
Hospital in Louisville, will
assist in the University's study
if undertaken. Mill linked the
Goodrich workers' deaths to
vinyl chloride after noting
results of research done in
1971.

In these experiments, an
Italian scientist successfully
created liver cancer in rata ex·
posed to vinyl chloride in a
gaseous state.
Since the deaths, considerable controversy has
resulted between industry and
labor concerning safe levels of
the chemical in working areas
of manufacturing plants. Vinyl
chloride is a component of
many plastics and propellant
for a variety of items ranging
from in!lecticides to cosmetics.

The propol'led Murray State
study is designed to ~etermine
the effect& of vinyl chloride on
selected types of aquatic life,
such as fish, turtles, snails and
crayfish, etc. The chemical will
be "bubbled'' int{) the water
they are living in.
"Vinyl chloride is a gas and
not too soluble," Dr. Gordon
said, "but if it's present in the
water, we feel that these fish,
snails and other forms of
aquatic life will pick it up, even
if it is present in minute quan·
titles."
The first phase of the project
will involve studies using
model ecosystems (whole
natural environments) subjected to varying amounts of
the chemical.
The freshwater animals will
remain for controlled periods

in the ecosystem. They will
then be removed and examined
for indications of abnormal
tissue and signs of cancer.
The study is expected to
show conclusive re11ulta within
one year and is also designed to
check the accumulative effect
on fish by vinyl chloride.
"Once the level of tolerance
to vinyl chloride by the fresh·
water organisms has been
determined in this study," Dr.
Gordon added, "we can make
predictions as to the possible
effects of trace amounts of the
chemical in food products con·
taminated by polyvinyl chloride
wrappers and other until-now
undetermined areas."
No research has been
published to date concerning
the effects of vinyl chloride on
man or the a· tuatic organisms.

MSU debate team takes
•
•
second In
nOVICe group
Defeating debate teams from
Marshall University, Morehead
State University, Morris Harvey College and Virginia
Polytechnical Institute, Murray
State University's debate team
won ~cond place in the novice
division laat weekend.
Vicki Ray, Dawson Springs,
and Micky Mooney, Paris,
Tenn., both first year debaters,
captured the second place
trophy with a win-loss record of
4-2.

"While the debate team as a
whole did not perform up to ex·
pectations, I have to be en·
couraged by the effort of this
novice team that had never
debated before this Memester,"
said Dr. Jerry Mayes, director
of forensics.

Dr. Mayes also expressed op·
timism concerning the OVC
Forensics Tournament Nov. 22·
23 at Tennessee Technological
Institute in Cookeville.
Individual speech contestant& recently travelled to
Indianapolis to participate in
the Butler University In·
vitational. Jane Rice, DuQuoin,
Ill., and Caryl Imray, Bardstown, qualified for the
national tournament in com·
posite and prose, and poetry in·
terpretations, respectively.
The Butler tournament
brought the total number of
Murray debaters qualified for
the national tournament to six.

The Murray Magic Theatre premieres Sunday night in the
University School Auditorium at 7 p.m. The first double feature
stars Rod Steiger in " Pawn Broker" and "Night and Fog." Ad·
mission is free. The Theatre is planned as a weekly event.

Draft registration required
fjf"ultlcfa
. ~lMllZ

Young men are still required by law to register for Selective.
Service during a 60-day period, 30 days prior and 30 days after
their 18th birthday.
Volunteer Selective Service registrars in Murray are Leta
Jean Miller in the Murray State University Registrar's Office,
Joy Roach and James Johnson of the Murray Chamber of Commerce and both high school guidance counselors.
To regist~r in a county other than Calloway, men should contact the area Selective Service Office in Paducah.
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JOHN WISE

A new way of walking.
A new way of feeling.

There ire miny reisons why you
need our financial planning service.
Meet one of them!

Holly.

Efficient financial planning is no PiiSV task
It involves the creation, conservation a11d
disposition of your wealth.
Properly done, rt assures maximum financial
securrty for you and those to whom you have an
economic responsibility.
That's why it is rmportant that you have
competent professional help from a man like
the one shown here.
Who is he7
We think he is among the best financial planners
anywhere.
Can you afford not to know a man like this?

\s unique as it Is beautiful.
lust in time tor happiness.
Just in time for love.
Open Fri. & Sat.
till 9:00
Sun. 1-5
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Opinion ICo••ent
Thoroughbred Room losing money

How about a little promotion?
When renovation of the
Thoroughbred Room was completed
last year, Murray State students
were offered the services of one of
the finest dining facilities in town.
Student acceptance of the new TRoom was immediate, and is still
apparent during the noon-time rush.
Last spring the Student Government Association requested that the
facility be opened at night and
throughout the weekend. That
request was granted and now the TRoom is open every night until midnight.
Since then, the facility has suffered a financial loss in its
operation. The loss last spring
semester was in excess of $3,000.
James Rogers, director of auxiliary
services, predicts the losses for this
semester will be approximately the
same.
Why is this loss being experienced? Dr. Thomas Hogancamp,
vice-president for administration
and finance, believes the evening
market is very small ..Joe Dyer, food
services director, and Rogers share
this feeling.
This presumption of a nonexistent market and acceptance of
losses may be the reason for a large
share of that $3,000 deficit.
"Basic Marketing," by Jerome
McCarthy, a textbook used in the
markeling department of MSU,
suggests that a marketing approach
begin with four P's ··Product, Place,
Price and Promotion. Attention is
directed to the last P, promotion.
Lack of promotion may cause the
failure of a product or service regardless of quality, location or com-

petitive price, a principle stressed
daily by marketing instructors.
Could the T-Room turn a profit if
its promotion were more than a few
worn out posters and an open door?

students are not taking full advantage of a good service.
We suggest the administration
take a competitive, market
managing approach to the problem.
Promotional ideas are virtually enWe feel that the T-Room has dless. Whether it be aggressive admore than satisfied the other three vertising, special campaigns, price
P's. Its prices are very competitive, lures or any of the many other
many times lower than commercial
establishments near the campus. Its
location, although remote from the
center of the dorm complex, is more
convenient than most restaurants
which serve the students. These
restaurants seem to do very well at
night and during the weekend,
depending a greal deal on student
business. If the location is not quite
as inviting as it could be, the excellent facility itself would balance
the scale. This refers to the product
itself. The T-Room is undoubtedly a
beautiful restaurant. A large sum of
money was well spent on renovation,
resulting in the T-Room becoming
one of the campus high points.
But as the financial reports show,
the T -Room is suffering losses
despite these factors. The other P,
promotion could very well be the
cause of this discrepancy.

marketing ideas, a plan should be
developed.
Perhaps promotion will not spur
added revenue for the T -Room. But
few businessmen would stand still
and watch profits decline without at
least attempting to do something
about it. Our administrators should
take the same view.

Pf:E YOO SORE 1H\S
1- t?cnm is to5~

M:EY ?!

Why spend a large amount of
money on such a facility and then
abandon its promotion ? Is it
because it is designed as a service
primarily and not a profit making
project? This should make the
promotion more worthwhile, since
large profit requirements do not
exist. Through lack of promotion,
everyone is losing: the university is
losing money, and uninformed

Dormitories to close--why?
· Over the Thanksgiving weekend
wery dormitory on carnpug will be
closed to students--closed not only to
the local studen~ who
will
probably be going horne for the
holiday, but also to students who
live too far away or simply can not
afford a ticket home. Probably the
hardest hit are the international
students. It is not only impractical
but bordering th2 impossible for
many of these students to pack up
and fly to a different country for a
five-day weekend.
The reason for the complete

closing,according to Housing Director Robert Mobley, is last year's
lack of residents in the dorms that
remained open. His figures indicated
that in the three dormitories that
remained open there were only 23
students: 4 girls, 19 boys. Granted,
this is a small number, but these
people did pay for a semester's
housing at the Univursity.
Mobley also stated other reasons
why the dormitories would be
closed :
--Many students who initially in-

News
Murray State University
111 Wllool\ Hall
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Murray, Ky. 42011
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dicate that they will stay change
their minds and leave.
--The staff need the vacation time to
be with their fami ~ ie::~.
--Thefts which occur in the dorms
during vacation time could be
eliminated.
--By closing the dorms, students
from other closed schools could not
"slip in" to stay i11 Murray dorms.
--The power and water can be cut
back and conserve energy.

100 students from foreign lands
living and studying on Murray's
campus. The United Campus
Ministry and the Housing Dept. are
trying to find homes for them during
the long weekend.

We think it's commendable that
the townspeople will pitch in and
help in this situation. We also think
that in the future, Housing should
come up with some type of contract
informing the residents exactly when
This semester there are more than dorms will be open or closed.
Editor's Note:
The Editors and staff of
the Murray State News encourage our readers to submit letters, photographs, ar·
ticles and cartoons for
possible publication.
Best read letten are brief
(under 260 words) and to the
point. PleaRe submit letters
typewritten and doublespaced. All letters must be
signed or they cannot be
published.
The editors reeerve the
right to edit lettere to eonform to 1tyle but will make
every effort to leave

..neaning and content unchanged.
Libelous
or
distasteful letters will be
rejected.
Guest articles may be from
250 to 750 words and will
follow the same standard•
as Letters to the Editor.
Original photographs and
cartoons will be accepted by
the News for publication. All
photos must be black and
white.
Cartoons should be submitted on heavy, white
paper.
Deadline for 1ubmissions
ie Tue1day before the Friday
publication date.

Pagel
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Letters to the Editor _ _ _ _ __
T he Mu rray State News
is t r ying to make all
readers aware of events
surrounding the tenure
confrontation at Murray
State
University.
However, we feel that a
blow-by-blow accoun t via
Letters to the Editor
might be better su ited to
personal corresp ondence
between
co n cerne d
facu lty members. We will
continue to pu blish letters concerning the controversy as a whole, but
because space is Umited
we request that all letters
involving
personal
disagreements be handled through campus
mail.

Reply to letter
Editor:
Dr. Jane Wells' letter of
last week protests
my
labelling those "actively involved in the tenure fight"
as confrontationists. Let it
be noted that I did not label
those who are actively involved in trying to find some
equitable compromise as
confronts tionists.
Those who voted for censure did a foolish thing and
should not be complimented
for it; whether they should
have
such
an
uncomplimentary tag hung on

them ts another matter.
However, Dr. Wells' letter,
by posing acquiescence and
confrontation as the only
alternatives, confirms both
the accuracy of the tag and
the validity of my basic
point.
James F. Thompson
professor of economics

Student Senate
Editor:
When it comes to students
voicing their opinions concerning their own education,
the voice stops right at the
end of the payline at
registration.
In the next two months,
meetings according to your
particular major will be
held to choose someone to
serve as that department's
representative. This person
will serve as an ombudsman
for your department and
receive your opinions and
problems concerning classes
in that department. He may
not be able to change things,
but he'll know the right
people to talk to concerning
your problem.
Students, you now have a
potential voice in your
education besides the money
you fork over at regi!!tration.
The chance for you to improve and change your
education according to your

wants and needs is here, it's
up to you.
Kathy Robinson
Regents Hall

Oa nce- a-thon
Dear Editor:
Last weekend Alpha
Kappa Psi sponsored a
Dance-a-thon in the SUB
ballroom. The event was to
begin at 8 p.m. Friday. We
waited until 8:30 to enable
as many students as possible
to enter. The result: 12
couples began dancing at
8:30. Two of these couples
were not even Murray State
University students. This
means that out of the entire
student body, only 20
students participated.
This event was designed
to raise money for the
Telethon of Stars to help
crippled children. As an incentive to get campus wide
participation, we offered a
$200 cash prize to the couple
who danced the longest. We
also offered trophies in five
categories. They included
fraternity, sorority, men's
dorm, women's dorm, and
independent organization.
The trophies were awarded
on the basis of most contestants entering the Oancea-thon. We felt that this
event would present groups
on campus an opportunity to
~tain the recognition that is

so often used as an excuse
for non- participation.
Contestants and spectators were given tickets for
a chance to win one of over
40 door prizes. Merchants in
Mur ray and Paducah were
kind enough to donate these
prizes, because we were attempting to raise money for
a worthy cause.
Plans for this event began
over six weeks ago. We sent
letters to the groups covered
in the five categories mentioned above. This letter
was followed by as much
personal contact as we could
make.
We chose a weekend when
the football team was outof-town (even the student
bus was cancelled due to
lack of interest). Only two
organizations' took the time
to tell us they could not participate. Contact was made
nearly a month before the
Oance-a-thon was to take
place.
As a result of our efforts,
12 couples danced, and less
than 100 spectators passed
through the door during the
36 hours of the marathon.
Yet the students did not
show. This event was held in
a university facility. Where
is the student body? Why
are students afraid to participate in activities on campus? I do not understand .

Oh yes, Alpha Kappa Psi
lost money instead of
making it. But we are not
the real losers. The crippled
children who benefit from
the Telethon of Stars are the
ones who lost.
Tom Mirus, President
Alpha Kappa Psi

Fa<'uhy Senate
Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to encourage the
faculty of Murray State
Univ~o"r~ity to make special
note of the dates of Monday,
Nov. 11 and Tuesday, Nov.
12. On , these dates the
faculty is asked to vote for
the acceptance or rejection
of the proposed constitution
for the Faculty Senate.
Each of you received a
copy of the proposed constitution, with an accompanying cover letter,
from Howard Giles,
secretary of Faculty
Organization, on Oct. 30.
Please read the material
with ~treat care and then
cast your ballot. It is im·
portant that all facu lty participate and, I would hope,
overwhelmingly endorse this
document.
Dr. W.O. Presson
Chairman, publicity committee
Faculty Organization

FOR LOCAL AND
LONG DISTANCE MOVING
It has lots. power

You can't find a
more

-plenty of good looks
and great gas

economical

way to do your
moving than the

mileage. M.S.U.
Student Price

Suzuki T-500
For 1975.

ONLY $1120.50

SUZUKI OF PARIS
312 E. WOOD

Paris, Tenn.
(90 1} 642-0511

o,•• 1:30-6:oo •••··S••·
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SATURDAY, NOV. 9

National Teachers Examination : Rooms 251, 252, 652, and
653, Education Bldg. 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOV. 10
Murray Magic Theatre features "Night and Fog" and
"Pawnbroker" at 7 p.m. in University School Auditorium. Admisaion is free.

THURSDAY, NOV. 14· 18
Children's Theatre: Alice in Wonderland," 9:30 a.m. each
day, Lovett Auditorium, AdmiBSion: 50c.
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Grant study room imtalled
T he installation of a Grant
PropOflal Library in Room 307
of the Admina11trcltion Bldg. is
designed to make it easier for
Murray State University person nel to prepare and write

grant proposals.
Dr. Joh n Bartholomy, vice
president of University affairs,
announced the opening of the
library which contains grant
proposal guidelines, listings

All dormitories closing
for five - day break
Dormitories will close for the
Thanksgiving holiday at. noon,
Nov. 27. Arrangements are
being made for international
students and other students
who must remain in Murray to
stay at "t;,·au. homes
said
Robert Mobley ,
director of
housing.
Not enough students stay on
campus during the vacation to
make keeping the dorms open
worthwhile, Mobley said. He
added that closing the dorms,
the University ia able to cut
back on heat and water, an
economy measure.
Residence hall rent is baaed
on the actual school year, but
when itemized, a llowances
have been made for holiday
break& when dorms are cloeed.
Mobley said that keeping one
dorm open preeenta three main
problema:
1) etud e nta from other
colletes and otr-campua come
to atay for the holidaya.
2) atatr memben have to
work extra rather than have
their own vacation, and
3) aecurity ia needed and
several students who did not
care for required dorm houra
found frienda to atay with offcampus.
Students with problema fin·

ding a p lace to stay for the
Thanksgiving holidays should
contact Mobley for help. Fred
Morton of the United Campus
Ministry is alao supplying help.
The dormitories will reopen
at 9 a.m. on Sunday, Dec. 1.
According to Mobley 23
students stayed in dorms that
were left open during the
holiday period last year.
White and Hart H alle
remained open for occupancy
by 19 male students, while
Clark Hall stayed open to accommodate four girla.

and descriptions of funding
sources and samples of old funded and non·funded grant
proposals.
Dr. Bartholomy pointed out
that Murray State faculty and
staff have been busy writing
grant propoBals. as evidenced
by the fact that the University
has received over $400,000
more in the first four months of
fiscal year 197 5 than the
highest entire year since 1969.
This four-month tota l
($1,84 1,739) does not reflect the
$619,000 Speech and Hearinp:
Rehabilitation Center or the
$780,000 Carr Health Bldg.
renovation grants.
"I have every fond hope that
special state and federal funding will exceed $3,000,000 thia
year," he said .
Dr. Bartholomy observed
that the increase in grant funding ia "especially significant at
a time when federal spending is
tight, and private organizations
are cutting back drastically in
their ependin1."

lavitea a ll aeaior
- • who &l'e widlla twelve
moatlal of their IJ'aCbaatioa
ud f"ed- te atudeat.l. to
esamiae the outltaadla•

be a efU1
w b l cb
are
available to them tlaroup
the College Protector

New Shipment of
Turquoise Indian
Hand-made

Criminal Justice conference
to hear Louisville journalist JEWELRY
John Filleatreu, special
writer for the Louisville
Courier-Journal
will be the
main speaker at the fourth an-

Forgotten flag
honors students
A perhaps forgotten, but
nonetheless historical item
relevant to the 56th Armistice
Day on Nov. 11 is a faded silk
flag housed in Wrather Hall.
The flag is emblazoned with 51
gold stars in a "V'' for victory
formation honoring Murray
State University students and
alumni killed in World War II.
Tennie
Brecken r idge,
secretary for Murray State
University Presidents Wells,
Carr, Richmond and Woods,
placed a star on the flag when
she learned of each death.
Later a bronze memorial
plaque inscribed with the 51
names was placed in Lovett
Auditorium

nual Kentucky Criminal from 6 to 9 p.m., in the Farrell
Justice Conference No'\1. 20. Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Filleatreu is nationally known Fine Arts Center.
A panel of area judges and
as an investigative reporter and
has done numerous stories on prosecutors is scheduled to
the correctional facilities in answer questions on criminal
justice during the afternoon
Kentucky.
The conference is designed to &e88ion. Kentucky Court of Apgive people interested in the peals Chief Justice, Earl
field of criminal justice a Osborne, has been invited to
chance to meet and talk with moderate the discussion panel
profesaionals in the field . Co- in R oom 208 of Faculty Hall,
chairman of the project, Dr. 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
A few of the other speakers
Frank Kodman and Robert
Whitten, have appointed for the conference a re Senator
several student groups to Carroll Hubbard, Joe Grace,
organize a program that will Paducah attorney known as
appeal to a wide range of "Dean of Criminal Law" in
Kentucky and Charles Holmes,
students.
Filleatreu is slated to apeak CommiBSioner of Corrections of
during the evening session, Kentucky.

*
813 Coldwater Road

~
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Dr. Redmond and students at UCM

Symposium creates complete learning
By DOUG WElL
Reporter

Dr. James Redmond of the
English department defined a
newly organized program entitled ''Symposium in the
Humanities" at Wednesday's
United Campus Ministry luncheon.

In the sypo11ium the 11tudents
are studying the "American
Experience' '
from
the
viewpoints of sociology,
literature, history and speech.
During the spring semester
the " European Experience"
will be the subject of the symposium, to be considered from
similar viewpoints.
The symposium classes are
taught in blocks of four, and
comprise 12 credit hours of the
student's schedule. The
students also take one or two
other classes in addition to the
symposium.
Four students from the class
came with Dr. Redmond to explain their feelings and experiences from participating in
the symposium.

'

Pam Hosch, from Fern
Creek, opened the diacuBRion.

"I feel that it is an interesting course to take. The interesting thing is th.tt there is
no set schedule. If we want we
can set aside the entire fourhour period for a discuBRion.
Last week for instance we had
a real good discussion involving the Women's Lib
movement.''
Steve Dagt>s, Louisvillf1, explained, ''Really this course i11
not for everyone. There is no
grade point average required
and there is no discrimination
involved. It has been helpful

both to the fast and slow learner. There are no textbooks, so
a lot of research is involved. As
a result I think we have a
larger work load than in
traditional classes and we are
learning a lot more.' '
" We have a range of two to
98 percentile as indicated by
the ACT testing which the
freshmen were required to take
before entering Murray."
Phil Grubbs, Hopkinsville,
agreed with Dage11' statement
concerning the amount of work
to be done.
"Sometimes I find the
workload pretty hard, but I
think you get more knowledge
out of studying these thinp as
a block. In the symposium the
instructors take care to work
the courses in together to make
them work with each other,''
Grubbs explained.

Bill Fritz, also from Hopkinsville, felt that the symposium
was a valuable tool to him as it
has trained him to be more
organized.
"You have all semester to
finish a certain amount of
work. )f you don't get it
finished you have to pay the
consequences. As a result you
have to be oragnized. If you
aren't organized when you enter the class you are when you
leave," said Fritz.
When the symposium began,
the class was geared to a
developmental
period.
However, now there has been a
shift to what ill called t.he interdiaciplinary period.
Grubbs explained, " this
period we are now in requires
us to research out our topic of
study and present it to the
claaa. Aa a result we are run-

wu-

Dages felt that one of the
major advantages of the symposium is that it is bringing
about significantly more learning.
" I think we have a broader
dimension of comprehension-there is an awful lot of thinking
involved, whereas, in an ordinary class outside of the symposium, you are primarily concerned with just making good
grades,'' Dages concluded.
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BIRTH
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LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE
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c.u 787-%757.
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ABSOLUTELY NEW bookfw S!lC311 , Will
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ning the class and planning
what will be done each day."
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Paducah, 10 David Hryao. Franklon.
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RED H.T SPECIAL!

HAMBURGER
STEAK

LATESHOW
onlte & Sat. 11 :40

"THE DEVIL
MADE ME
DO IT''
X - 18 or over Only

KIDSHOW
Sat. 2:30 - Adm.

"FANTASTIC
VOYAGE"
A journey through the
inside of the
human body.

Reg. $1.95

29

Open 6:45-Start 7:15

•

Good Tue. & Wed. Nov. 12 & 13

ALWAYS OPEN 24 HOURS_....
,

THE PALACE
16th and Chestnut

753-7992

...
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(for your information)
ALPHA T AU OMEGA
T he Austin Peay Tau's will
be entertaining the Murray
brothers tomor r ow n ight
following the Murray-Austin
Peay
game . at
thei r
homecoming dance.
The Alpha Eta pledge class
will spend Sunday afternoon at
the Paradise Friendly Home orphanage. The pledges will clean
the grounds and paint as part
of their help week project.

ALP HA SIGMA ALPHA
Alpha Sigma Alpha will have
a fall retreat at the lake
tonight.
The pearl lavalier was given
to Lisa McKnight, Owensboro,
this month.

SP AN ISH CLUB
There will be an enchilada
dinner at · the United Campus
Ministry Wednesday from 7 to
9 p.m. sponftored by the spanish
club. Ticket..~ are $1.25 and may
be purchased from spanish club
members or at the foreign
languages office, Faculty Hall.

PHI MU ALPHA Sinfonia has telected Kathy Hunt, a senior from
Paducah as their 1974-75 aweetheart. A mu1ie major, abe i1 a
member of Sigma Alpha Iota m uaic torority and Alpha Omicron
Pi 1oclal sorority.

KANS
The Kentucky Association of
Nursing Students has elected
officers. They are : Fred
England,
president,
Harrisburg, Ill.; Gail Robertson, first vice-president, Henry,
Tenn.; Beryl Pixley, second
vice-president, Mt. Carmel, Ill.;
Pam LaBreacht, recording
secretary, Chester, Ill.; Debra
Benz, corresponding secretary,
Murray: Teri Rikel, treasurer.
Paducah; Glenda Arnold,
historiun, Owensboro and
Becky Fenton, nominating commit.tee chairman, Murray.
Forty members attended the
state convention in Louilwille.
Pixley was elected state
n o minating chairman and
Ellen McCluggage, Louisville,
was elected state recent
graduate adviser.
Plans are now being made
for the annual Christmas party
for underprivileged children.

KAPPA DELTA PI
The Delta Omega chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi will meet
Tuesday night at 6:30 in Room
1M of the Education Bldg. All
members are urged to attend.

TAU KAPPA EP SILON
The brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon a r e having their
pledge-active dance at the Lake
Barkley Lodge Nov. 16. All
members and invited guests
will be present.
The Alpha Zeta pledge class
will put on a party tonight and
tomorrow night for the pledge
class of Indiana State University at Evansville.

KAPPA DE LTA
The Delta Iota chapter of
Kappa Delta held their 77th
Founders Day dance last Saturday. The big brothers chosen
were Stu Phillips and John
Harris, Murray; Gene Roberts
and John Rowland, Mayfield;
Jim Myers, Benton; David Ap·

RESEARCH

pleby and Steve Lively, Owensboro; David Moss, Fulton;
Bennie Durall, Greenville; Bill
Holland, Bowling Green; Skip
Effinger and Dave Perkins,
Louisville; Kenny Mercer,
Decatur, Ill.; J eff Diers, ~·en
ton, Mich.; Marty Strouse, Cincinnati, Ohio; Dennis Sharp,
Gideon, Mo. and Dennis Sturt,
Mataun, N.J.

OMEGA PSI PHI
Omega Psi Phi announces its
national achievement week ob3ervance. The theme is good
human relations. Sunday the
Rev. C. R. Williams will speak
in the University Auditorium at
3 p.m. The public is invited to
attend.

DELTA SIGMA THETA
Delta Sigma Theta has accepted a new member Betty
Wilford, Hopkinsvill~, int~
their fall pledge class.

and will be on camput~ for two
weeks to aid in chapter
evaluation.

MARANATHA

The Maranatha Chr istian
Center is announcing campus
activities held throughout the
ALPHA DE LTA PI
week.
Monday night the Center
Alpha Delta Pi will hold
their annua l fall dance, will hold a Jesus Teach-In,
Autumn Fling, tomorrow night. Thursday night will be
at the Woodmen of the World fellowship night with movies,
Bldg. Members and guests are special speakers or music
groupe, and Friday night a
invited to attend.
video tape ministry will be
SIGMA CHI
A T .G.I.F. party will be held held.
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
after classes today for pledges
The Iota Beta chapter of
and brothers at the house.
Tomorrow the brothers of the Sigma Alpha Iota will present
Epsilon Tau chapter will travel an open musicale Thursday at
to Austin Peay to visit the Eta 8:15 p.m. in the old recital hall
Xi chapter and attend the Price Doyle Rine Arta Complex:
Murray-Austin Peay game. An Featured will be the SAl's in
open house will be held at the ensembles with their individual
Sigma Chi house on 205 Castle teachers. There is no admi&;ion
Heights and a dance will be charge, and everyone is invited
to attend .
held that night.

UNIV€RSITY
CHRISTIAN
STUDE NT CENTER

Students from the center will
be visiting the Church of Christ
in Harrh:~burg, Ill. Students will
be leaving at. approximately 8
PHI MU ALPHA
Sunday the Gamma Delta a.m.
The monthly feed will be
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia will be sponsoring Melvin held Sunday night at the center
Dickinson in a guest organ after church servites.
Tue:;day the center will have
recital in the Farrell Recital
Hall in the Price Doyle Fine a bake sale ' in the SUB lobby
Arts Complex. The concert is and at Faculty Hall.
P HI BETA LAMBDA
free and open to the public.
Phi
Beta Lambda will meet
The Sinfonia has recorded an
album
which
will
be Thurt~day at 7 p.m. in the
distributed nationally entitled faculty lounge of the Business
''With Hearts For Music's Bldg. Initiation of officers will
be held and Shield pictures will
Gladness"
ALPHA.,GAMMA DELTA be taken. All members are
urged to attend.
The Gamma Xi chapter of

DECA
Alpha Gamma Delta is presenThe distributive education
tly being visited by Sandy Sarff, •
club's organizational meeting
one of four Alpha Gamma
was held Tuesday in the
Delta consultants. She is a
Business Bldg.
native of Long Beach, Cttlif.

Barbecue Special
Tuesday and VVednesday
Nov. 12th and 13th

Small Barbecue Plate $1.39
with choice of 2 items
regular $1.85

Large Barbecue Plate $1.65
with choice of 3 items
regular $2.20

Ski lift
this snow
with your friends
ago. And nothing could
change your plans.
bad your period
have ha1PP«me~ sorn.e
other weekend.
t you're
not worried. You brought
along Tampax tampons.
You won't have to give
up one precious moment in
that deep powder. You feel
confident protected by
Tampax tampons. They're
.softly compressed for the
best possible absorbency.
Worn internally, so Tampax
tampons are comfortable and
discreet. They give you
protection you can depend
whetheron skisor toboggan.
Friends arewaitingfor
youontheslopes. You won't
have to disappoint them
when you have Tampax
tampons tucked discreetly
into the pocket of your parka.

No Coupon Necessary

Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbecue House
Phone: 753-7641

1409 Main

If it shows .. Shape it up!

United Figure Salon

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 daysl.

RESEARCHASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUIT£ #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(2131477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material Is sold for
r"t~rch lllisllnce only.

E XC L U S IVEL Y

FO N

W OMI:N

Ce.ntral Shopping Cente.r
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They could've danced---(Continued from pa1e 1)

Two weeks prior to the our stomachs would become
dance, we began to run and nauseated and we would
ride bikes trying to tone up the quickly become tired
muscles in our thighs and
By 5 a.m. the dance
calv~s.
marathon was beginning to
It only made sense that the drag. There seemed to be no
legs would have to be in good end in sight. We kept dancing
shape if we were going to be to the same songs over and
standing for a couple of days. over, hour after hour.
Little did we know.
At 6 a.m. the contest was in
Eating good food and getting its tenth hour. To say the least,
some rest also sounded like a we were very tired.
good idea for perspective all
Now we had seen the movie
night rock n' rollers. The only "They Shoot Horses Don' t
trouble was that neither of us They" and we knew that at one

found the time to sleep. Between work, classes and a bit of
social life there was no time t o
snooze, so we went directly to
phase three of our plan.
This was the most important
part of our training, getting
emotionally ready--psyched.
At first it was hard to get
p!lyched up. Thinking about
dancing for two days is not
really all that exciting. But by
last Friday we were more than
ready to hit the floor.
Finally the hour arrived. It
was time to get up and dance.
At 8:30 p.m. Friday, 12
couples began to dance the
hours away. The marathon had
begun.
Our first thoughts were that
nobody, including ourselves,
would dance more than 24
hours. It just didn't make any
sense. Who could or would
want to step for more than a
day.
At least four other couples
thought that too. We all figured
that this so called marathon
would be short lived; but, it
wasn't.
The first three hours of dancing were actually enjoyable.
Everyone on the dance floor
was laughing, clapping and
talking with one another. That
ended quickly.
About 11 p.m. a queezy
stomach attacked one of our
fellow dancers and he lost his
lunch on the dance floor. Now
this didn't particularly stir up
"our morale much, but it did cut
our competition down to 10
couples as our friend decided
that perhape he and his date
would leave the dance.
Fatigue first began to set in
about 3 a.m. By this time
several couples had decided
that maybe dance marathons
weren't for them and had left.
We had decided either to win
the marathon or fall on our
faces trying.
It should be noted that for
every 50 minutes of dancing
there was a 10 minute break.
During those breaks we tried
to rest. The only trouble with
resting was that the muscles in
our legs would begin to cr!-mp,

Speaking of breaks, that was
what kept us moving, along
with the help of some really
nice people who attacked us as
soon as we got off the floor and
sat us down quickly. Without
them to keep our water glauea
filled and rub our aching, tight
muscles with Ben·Gay, dancing
36 hours would have been an
impossible task.
With the passing of a rainy
Saturday afternoon came more
evening hours. Just seeing
darkness made the end of the
fiasco seem a little bit closer.
The hope of friends coming
to support us filled o ur
thoughts as night approached.
Our dreams came true when at
one point, the "dancing duo"
had a cheering throng of about
Photo by Dennis Weeks
10 people in our corner camp.
KICKlN' HIGH ...and f'eelin' good are Steve
Those next few rounds
Lowery and ,Jayne Clark (above) .( lef't) while
through the night went fairly
,James Hart and Molly Blaine take advantage of
quick. We seemed to be getting
a break to re11t and eat. Both couples danced 36
a second wind after 36 hours of
houn to tie f'or firat place In the Dance-a-thon.
staying on our feet.
tell
they'll
ya •• insanity had
tators would have heard
Nothing gave us more inscreams.
centive to continue than to · set in!
It finally happened at 7:30
The same old song!> must
have a couple we had considered stiff competition drop Sunday morning when most have gotten to the other couple
out from exhaustion or just get sensible people were sleeping quickly too. Pretty soon, in fact.
off Saturday night's party, we about 8::30 a.m ., they were as
fed up and quit.
All through the early Sunday were down to two couples. But ready as we were to ('811 it quits
morning hours of the contest all four of us looked pretty and split the prize money.
our thoughts became fuzzy and strong and even at that point,
Thirty-six hours, a bottle of
it took much effort to think. we felt like the whole deal ju!lt rubbing alcohol and one tube of
Dancing. or at least moving the might last the whole 52 hour11 Ben-Gay later, we pack~d up
body and feet, was instilled in (which seemed like eternity).
and left the Ballroom.
Hearing tfte Doobie Brothers,
us so we did not have to think
Sure we' ll be boogieing all
about that, but trying to make Sly and the Family Stone and
night
long again 11ometime.
intelligent conversation was "oldie, but goldie" Beatles over
But,
never
for all night long,
time, somewhere in the 1920's
and
over
was
really
getting
old
impossible. Ask anyone who
plus
a
day,
then
a night and on
or ' 30's people had actually
tried to get a straight answer and if they had played "Pieces
danced for four. five even six
and
on
••
get
the
picture?
of
April"
one
more
time,
specfrom us Sunday morning and
days at a time without stopping. If they could do it, so
could we.

At 8 a.m. our first " trainer"
showed up. Due to his good
nature and ass1stam:e we were
able to pull ourselves together
and regain a positive frame of
mind,
After being in the same room
for so long, the SUB Ballroom
began to look like a world all
it's own. Seeing the same
surroundings and people for
alm011t two days really got
monotonous.
By noon Saturday, no one
could convince us that we were
really still going. It felt as if
time was standing still and
those ten minute breaks were
few and very far between.

KEEP ON GRINNlN'...Everybody wore emiles
u the Alpha
Kappa Pel Dance-a-thon got

underway
were only temporary, however.
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A II-American concert features
spiritual, patriotic selections
Wednesday night the Iota
Beta chapter of Sigma AlphaIota and the Gamma Delta
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
presented their annual All ·
American concert at the
University School Auditorium.
The concert, which was
divided into three ~:~e~ents,
consisted mainly of spiritu,als
and patriotic selections. The
first segment was presented by
the 50-voice women's chorus of
Sigma Alpha Iota. Under the
direction of Sarah Hail, Calvert
City, they performed "Trilogy
for Women's Voices" by
Hustoun Bright and "God Is
Everywhere" by Glad Robin·
son Youse. Their last selection,
"Ride in the Chariot", a Negro
spiritual, featured 11oloist Vicki
Edwards, Benton.
The first segment was concluded by a piano duo of Susan
Smith, Anna, Ill. and Tim
Gualdoni, Herrin, 111.
The second par t of t he
program was presented by the
60·voice men's chorus of Phi
Mu Alpha under the direction
of Jack Crook, Greenville. They
performed two spirituals ,
"Charlottetown" and "Were
You There?'' featuring tenor
soloist, Mike Henry, Bowling
Green. They also sang "Sing,

-~

REGINA LONG, HopkiniJVille, wae choeen Black HomecomlnJ
Queen 1974. She le a eophomore nurein1 m~or, a member of
Delta Si,ma Theta eorority, errJeant at a r me of the Black Ad·
vieoey Council and serve• on the Clark HaJJ Dorm Council.

·MSU invited to participate
in Glamour top t~n contest
Murray State has been invited by Glamour Magazine to
participate in it's Top Ten
College Women contest of 1975.
They are looking for young
women who are outstanding on
the basis of their solid records
of achievement in academic
studies and/or in extra·

curricular activities on campus
or in the community.
Any interested women
students are asked to notify
Lanette Thurman at the Personal Enrichment Center
located in Ordway Hall Lobby
for information and an entry
blank. The applicant must send

GrP.eks work Haunted House;
Kappa s grateful for success
The Kappa department of
the Murray Women's club held
it ~
annual 4th Haunted
House last week and w 8!1
assisted by fourteen sororitiea
and fraternities from Murray
State University.
The students volunteered
their time in working the
booths, haunted house and
clean-up details for the fund·
raising event which provides
money to be spent on various
projects in the community.
Melissa Easley of the Kappa
department described the
response as "overwhelming and
a real compliment to the Greek
organizations at. 'MSU." ' She .
a lso noted that this was the
most successful vear wittc a
totafof almost $2,000 collected.
The Greek organization~>

which participated were: Sigma
Chi, Lambda Chi Alpha, Alpha
Gamma Rho, Sigma Pi, Alpha
Tau Omega, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta,
Tau Phi Lambda, Sigma Sigma
Sigma, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Alpha Sigma Alpha and
Kappa Delta.

in a completed entry blank with
a list of her major activities,
submit an essay describing her
area of involvement and two
photographs of herself. This
material must be submitted to
Glamour Magazine by Feb. 15,
1975, for judging by a panel of
Glamour editors.
The ten national winners
will be photographed by
Glamour
Magazine
photographers and appear in
the August college issue of
Glamour. In addition to
national recognition in the
media for themselves and their
colleges, the winners also
receive a trip to New York in
June during which they visit
the offices of Glamour, meet
the staff, and enjoy enterta inment arranged by
Glamour. While in New York,
they receive a cash prize of
$500 and a distinctive gift.

Sinfonians, Sing" by Peter
Dykema.
This segment of the program
was completed by the Phi Mtt
Alpha Brass Quintet playing
''Suite for Brass Quintet" in
four movements by Herbert
Haufrecht. Members of the
Quintet are David Tucker,
Mayfield, Bruce Soderstrom
and
Terry Solomonson ,
Lakewood, N.Y., Jeff Clarke,
Salem and Brady Miller, Huntsville, Ala.
The final portion of the con·
cert was presented by a combined chorus singing a Negro
spiritual, "Roll, Jordon, Roll"
with soloists Barbara Bur ks,

Educational Learnin

Center

Stadium View Division
(behind Perkin' s Pancake House)

-professional staff
-state licensed kindergarden program
-learning program for all ages
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For Information Call 753-7962
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FREE! LlriiiCI Til
113 Sycamore
Phone: 753-7101
with o n y p urch o se·

Tlte d iameter of a penny

Murray Datsun Inc.
,..

Hy 641

is '!"tits of an Inch;
a silver dollar is J '/2
incites? Use it as a
handy me asureme rtt tlpf

and -Did You Know

Murray, Ky .

... if you' re not getting

f1c®~llil~IID
~
J[ooJsoSHOEI
9

the fullest measure
of gasoline mileage from
your car, you ought to
drive in For an efficiency

Boots& Shoes For Any Activity Under T he Sun

Leather Coats up to 50% OFF
20 Styles of Casual/Dress
COMPLETE BOOTS & SHOES COMPLETE

check - especially
with the price of gas

Olympic Plaza, Murrav

WESTERN
STORE

Hopkinsville, and Jeff Clarke,
Salem.
The last selection of the
evening w11s lhe "Battle Hymn
of the Republic"· arranged by
P.J . Wilhousky featuring trumpet accompaniment.

1/2 PRICE

Hours 9 to 9 .... 1 to 6 Su n.

SHOE
REPAIR

today. How well does
you r cor measure up?

TUNE-UP
FALL SPECIAL

6 cyl. $24.95 8 cyl. $28.95
MURRAY
20 1 s. 7th

MuH&t SERVICE
'

753-9999

Murray State Newa
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To substitute class hours

Business internships added

Photo by Sarah Tt'oued ale
CHILDREN'S ART Ia on d..lep lay iD the Clara M. Eatle Art Gallery
on the ftfth ftoor of the Price Doyle Fine Arte Bldt. The
exhibition le eponeored by the MllrTe.y Art Student. Society
(MASS), and will be up throup Nov. 18.

Beginning this spring the
College of Business and Public
Affairs will offer business internships, in which students
having completed 30 hours of
academic study work in either
local or government business.
Working for one semester on
an intern basis, the student will
receive from 12-15 hours credit
said Dr. Bill Platzer, internship
program director. "This is the
first such program in the state
of Kentucky," he added.
Dr. Platzer explained that
any student, regardless of
major, can apply for the
program. When the appropriate
job has been found the student
will then register for five threehour courses in internship. The
substitution of these intern
courses
toward
degree
requirements will be done
through the student's department and adviser.
The student will spend his
first week on campus for the
orientation class, and will work
for nearly 12 weeks. During
their laat week students will
return to campus for a wrap-up
and report. Each employer will
submit a report on the interns
activities, and a p~ss-fail grade

Clara M. Eagle Gallery reopened
with addition of security guards
Following the hiring of four
security guards, the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery reopened last
Friday. The gallery, closed
since the theft of Ecuadoran
Jorae
Rivadeneira 's wood
sculptures, is now displaying a
show of prints by Joel Feld....
man.

Leonard Whitmer
dies at age 44
after long illneSI

The security guards are former employees of the campus
&ecority office. They are on
duty during the gallery's open
hours, 7 a.m. to midnight, Monday-Friday; 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday, and 1 p.m. to midnight, Sunday.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
is located on the fourth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
In addition to the hiring of
the guards, walls and locks are
being constructed .

Seven pieces of sculpture
created by Rivadeneira were
taken from the gallery :sept. 14.
Following the theft, the gallery
was cloeed until security guards
could be hired to watch
di8playa.
Now on display is a series of
prints and environmental
worka by Feldman, an instructor in printmaking at
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale.
His works will be on exhibit
in the gallery until Nov. 19.

Burial service!! were held
FINAL ' EXI\MlNATION SCHEDULE
Sunday for Leonard Whitmer,
Fall Semester 1974
profe88or of music at Murray
Dec. 13
l<'riday
8:00
l::JO MWF classes
State University.
10:30
7:30 MWF classt-s
Following an extended
1:30
9:30 Tih classe!l
illness. Whitmer, 44, died last
Dec. 14 Saturday
8:00
9:30 MWF classE>s
Friday at the Murray-Callaway
10:30
1:30 Tih cJaarteK
1:30
2:30 MWF claases
County Hospital.
Monday
8:00
Dec. 16
11:30 'ITh cla11seH
Pallbearers were Chuck
10:30
12:30 MWF claaseli
Simons, O.B. Boone, Jr., Dr.
1:30
8:30 MWF classes
Richard Farrell, Dr. Robert
Dec. 17 Tuesday
11:00
10:30 MWF classes
Baar, Gary Hohman, Tommy
10:30
7:30-9:.20 TTh claH!Ies
Turner, Larrie Clark and Dr.
1:30
11:30 MWJo' classes
Morgan Sisk.
Dec. 18 Wednesday
8:00
3:30 MWF classes
Expressions of sympathy
10:30
3:30 Trh claa11es
1:30
4:30
MWF classes
should be in the form of
Schedule for Eveninl( and Saturday Classes
donations to the Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia Music Fraternity, as
Finala for "vrninr cluo"• • ·Ill bt' pt"ri ..do may b• given ac eitbH thl"
requested by the family. Whit- ri""" on che rf'gular m"rtlnlf of tht' lahorRtory or cia.. dme.
mer's survivors include his dan the W<"t>k of Dec. 1·14. Saturd~ty Chrlotmu holiday• berin Dee. 20 and
morning elasaeo will havtt nnals Oe>c, 14, oprln11 rttlietretlon ~ b.-ginl, Tbu,.,d8,, .,
wife, Nancy Morris Whitmer; a nd finals for daoHea with laboratory ,Jan. 9, 187$,
daughter, Elizabeth, and two
sons, John and Robert Whitmer.
A faculty member for 11
years, Whitmer was honored
with a musical presentation
during Monday's quad state
concert.

will be computed on the report
results.
Dr. Platzer will attempt to
place each intern in a location
that he desires. The internship
may even be done while the
student lives at home, although
it is hoped that most interns
will work within a 250'· mile
area.
The program is designed to
provide business experience,
not pay, although most
businesses do pay the intern.
Dr. Platzer al'lo said, "The
program is not to provide
machine operators or janitors,
but to give students good practical experience. Most students
will hold management. level
jobs.''
This new type of program

will enable students to put
their classroom knowledge to
use in actual situations, and
discover whether or not they
like the work they select. Dr.
Platzer feels the intern will be
ahead of regular graduates,
having work experience to offer
an employer.
Students interested in this
program, in any major area are
urged to fill out applications in
the Intern
Program Office.
OffiCt' 4Ul·C in the Business
Bldg. as soon as possible.

The: UD T wi ll hold
its regularly sched u lc:d meeting at
12:30p.m. M -W-F '

Christmas is someth ing special
and so are

gifts and cards
from

~~e "pedal «>cca•ion, ~td.
121 Bypass

Just Received

A New Shipment Of

Leisure Suits

-------------------Special
Dress Pants
25 percent off
Good Select ion of:
styles

patterns

colors

plaids
solids

Friday and Saturday Only
November 8th & 9th

miye C!!nllege ~ lynp
Across from MSU Library

Montgomery Ward

CATALOG
AGENCY
SAVE '15

24 Hour
W recker Service

4-Pc. Stereo Component 5y1tem
wtth Stereo Heedphones

4988

TABERS

750 Witt
STYLER·DRYER
$12.77

BODY
SHOP

3 pc. matchabelll

PHO NE

Wind Sona

753-3134
1301 (H ESTN UT

Bring this coupon to
Burger Queen for:

Fraarance Set $8

4 pc.
Enallsh Leather
Shave Set $7.25

1203 Chestnut 753-1966

Hoyal Burger

Nov. 12 & 13
Tues. & Wed. Only
One Coupon Per Customer

___________ :..J
Murray only

Nonmber 8, 1174
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Sumnwr in Merida 'like paradUJe'
Interest is already high con·
cerning another "Murray in
Mexico" summer, said Dr.
Riley Venza, chairman of t he
history department. "The
cur riculum will be organized to
fit the needs of the group
enrolled," said Dr. Venza, expreuing his delight at students'
enthusiasm.
Applications for the summer
of 1975 program must be sub·
mitted by May and are now
available in the history department.
Students who were part of
the inter-cultural program
during the past summer sum up
their experiences with generally
glowing phrases.
Spending seven weeks of
summer lying in hammocks and
basking VI the sun in Merida,
Mexico, was glowmKI~ clet~cn~d
by studeuts as " the biggest
barp;ain nffen•cl 111 Murray
State University." They refer to

an intercultural program undertaken lut eummer.
Paula Basford of Mayfield
and Marcia Stephenson of
Wingo, both junion this fall,
were among 14 students who
spent about seven weeks south
of the border participating in a
"ummer studies program
mitiated by MSU.
Basford, while "reluctant to
put a dolhars and cents value
on the experience," explained
that the coat of tuition, room,
board , transportation, and
moat of the field trips amounted to about $750 for the entire
program, which ran con ·
currently with the on-campus
summer term at Murray State.
Two faculty members from
Central College, Pella, Iowa,
Dr. George Ann Huck and Fernandn Baqueriro, taught the
live l'uurt~t:'s offered at Merida.
Th1:1y included two in Spanish
and one each in history,

' Confidentiality' - - - - - - <Continued from pa1e 1)

ba sed on the " hearing"
requirement in the Act? What
is the scope of the right to a
hearing?
Is a graduate no longer
enrolled as a student entitled
to the same access rights as a
currently enrolled student?
How about a student who ap·
plied to a college but was not
admitted? Could he claim that
something within his records
prohibited his admittal and
demand to see th0t1e files?
Gantt quoted an aide to Sen .
Buckley who said the Senator
is considering offering an
amendment to say that per·
sonally-signed
confidential
documents placed in a
student's file before the Act
wa11 passed need not be made
available to the Rtudent.
If passed the amendment
would remove the strongest ob·
jection voiced by most college
administrators and would also
allow a student who aKked for

letters of recommendation to
waive right of access to his file.
But this amendment cannot be
introduced until after Congress
reconvenes Nov. 12.
In reference to the law, Gantt
said, "I see nothing but damage
in this... the student is the one
to be hurt. My concern is what
this will do to the average
student who is not involved or
concerned with this issue, but
will not get as quick service a11
conveniently as he once did.''

education and Latin American
studies.
"Claases were held at Colegio
Peninsu lar ,
a
branch
educational facility of Central
College, which includes a dor·
mitory, cafeteria, claurooms,
library, student kitchen
facilities, study a nd lounge
areas and a covered outdoor
athletic complex and swimming
J>OQl," Dr. Venza said.
Stephenson said abe was im·
pressed with the way academics
could be immediately applied
dur:ing the summer program.
"We took a Spanish clasa and
then went right out and put it
to work in trying to com·
municate," she observed. "And
we were able to visit some of
the Mayan ruins where the
history we studied in class was
actually made."
"Like paradise" wa·s the ter·
minology used by Basford to
describe the four-day stay by
the group on the shores of the
Caribbean Sea.
"We stayed in cabins no
more than 20 feet from the
water, listening to the surf until
we went to sleep at night. We
lounged in hammocks, swam
and basked in the sun when we
were not studying--and it was
fantastic ," Basford said.
Dr. Venza feels quite for ·
tunate that he, along with his
two young sons and wife Linda,
had the opportunity to share an
ellperience he called "the most
meaningful in a long time."

" When you see how in·
significant you really are and
what a speck you represent on
the spectrum of mankind, it is a
humbling experience and it
helps you to see both yourself
and others in a better per spective," he explained.

"LAUGHS
all over the place. 'Le Sa
Shop' • not fOI' childrea.

but it ia for lldulta who c:an
emile throucb a nude, but
never dirty lampoon of
pomopapbic movies."'

-a.. Shalit, WNJIC.TV

The Yellow
Submarine
"LOTS OF LAUGHS.
This is the most

Now
Offers

wholesome X rated movie
I have ever seen."
-Bernard Drew,
Gannett New8P8pera

I
l \ If .\ l

CI \ l \1 .\

~

Tamales
Burritos
Frijoles

delightful movie maiketll
~hofthenno~n~•c•nhA-

and casually cuts to bits
pseudo-sophisticates who
have been hailing
pornography in
film as a new art."
-Frances Taylor, I., I . Preu

Granny's Child Care
Open 6 Days a week
6 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
NOW HAVE OPENINGS
~

"CHARMING.
is

Drop-ins are welcome
N. 16th & Farmer

SEE BILL GRANSTAFF'S

753-9801
12" x 16" Signed & Limited • $10

Chili

Proves that sex not
just fun but that it also can
be very fwmy."
- Kevin s.udera. WABC-TV

LATEST FULL COLOR PRINT

.~!~.~!l.~~!

Mexican
Rice

ATTENTION
SltUtdly. Nov e . only-Bill Gr.,atllf wtll be In 11M etortt 1nd
a drawing will be hlld for 1 frM print. 10 l .m.-3 p.m

...............

The s mall place
w it h
t he gr e at food

100 Soutll 13tll Street Pllone 753-5819

"TOTAIJI
ELIGBTFOL!

If your wife or husband baa

never seen an X-rated
movie, 'Le Sex Shop' is the
one to take her or him to.
It is wholesome, re"-hin•,
deliciously funny~~
-8tewart Klein, WNEW·TV
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Loss to EKU dims MSU lwpes
for share of conference title
pulled down on the sidelines in the third quarter. He sufnear the MSU 36.
fered a concussion, but is expected to return to action
The
Co
lone
ls
failed
to
The senior got his revenge
capitalize on the drive and pun- tomorrow after only totaling 38
and the sophomore got the f11'8t
sub-par yards in 10 attempts.
thrill of winning the big ted to MSU who scored 10
plays
later
on
its
best
offensive
A fumble by MSU's Art Kenhomecoming game.
drive of t he game. Pandolfi hit nedy produced a 46 yard touchAnd when the music stopped, DeLoach in the end zone with down pass by McCarthy to split
Murray State had a 30-16 loss. 4:44 left, but an attempted two- end John Revere minutes
Veteran quarterback Jeff point conversion pas!! was in- before the half, but the Racers
McCarthy, a 6-&, 219 pound complete, leaving the visitors fought back within three on a
·
37 yard field goal by Martin
package of explosive offensive behind 20-16.
with 6:05 left in the third
A
fumbled
punt
by
Racer
deep
potential, had never played for
a winning Eastern Kentucky receiver Charlet; Heeves gave period.
EKU the ball on the MSU 19
football squad against the
McCarthy, on a. keeper play,
three minutes later and the
Racers in three seasons.
Colonel's Earl Cody, who then added his own marker by
Sophomore Everett Talbert earlier had booted two scores romping 21 yards up the midhad never matched his sen- and a pair of conversions, dle with 30 seconds left to
sational talents against. those of calmly split the uprights for a make it 20-10 EKU, and set the
stage for the final scoring.
an established rusher, namely 23-16 Colonel advantage.
senior tailback Don Clayton,
Coach Furgerson's squad
Pandolfi saw his first pass of
who recently became MSU's
the next series intercepted by travels to Cl~~rkc;viJie tomorrow
all-time greatest runner.
Colonel linebacker Greg night at 1:30 to battle the
The Colonels used four pass
Kiracofe on the MSU 13. Austin Peay Governors in the
interceptions and two fumble
Seconds later the hosts tacked Racers' ltnall:lwning contest of
recoveries to dim the brightest on their final tally when Joe the season.
Racer Ohio Valley Conference · Brennen grabbed an end zone
The Govs currently are tied
title hopes in decades, much to
throw from substitute quar- with East Tennessee for fith
the delight of an estimated terback Jerome Kelly.
place in the OVC with a 1-:1-0
18,300 noisy fans.
Cody had given the hosts record and a 3-5-0 overall
The loss dropped the Racera their first lead on a opening mark.
from a three way first-place tie quarter 37 yard field goal and
to sole posl\ession of third MSU grabbed its lone edge on a EASTERN
a 10 7 to--ao
behind the Colonels and arch- gallop by senior tailback Don
rival Western Kentucky, both Clayton, who wall injured t-arly MURRAY STATEO 7 a 6--16
who have 4-1-0 league marks.
A 11trange pa~~ interception
in the early stages of the fourth
quarter was the play which
eventually determined the outcome of the crucial contest.
By STEVE W. GIVENS
8porta E di tor

Photo by Sh•ve W. Given•
ROUGH GOING-·MSU'a Willie DeLoach made this HI yard reception aeven playa before catching another fourth quartt'r Tom
Pandoln paaa In the end zone durinlf the Racera' 30-16 lo88 to
Eastern Kentucky. DeLoach lead all receivers with aU: catchel!
l or 77 yards in a nne effor t. Other players are EKU's Larry S m ith
(left), Steve Str t'ight (34), MSU's Larry Jasper (35) a nd Dan
Helfrich {bottom right).

Women spikers clinch
third place in tourney
By MIKE FINCH
Aut. SporU. Editor

Murrav State' s wumen ' <~
volleybali squad clinched third
place in their own tournament
held la!lt weekend which involved seven outside teams.
Southern Illinois University's top-ranking team took
first place and Lambuth came
in second. Other tichool's ent~ring were Georgt-town, Southwe~tern Mi11souri, SIU no. 2
and Austin Peay.
Coachod
by
graduate
assistant, Dusty Chandler, the
women will play one more
match, against University of
Tennes.'lee-Martin on Monday,
before entering the Kentucky
State Volleyball Tournament
at Morehead on Nov. 15-16.
Although the women spikers
have not had a particularly
outstanding season, the coach
indicated their play has im-

proved over the latter portion
of the schedule and she expects
a strong showing at the state
tourney.
"This is tho year to do it,"
said Chandler, referring to
taking thetitle. She said she is
looking for a first, or Rt worst, a
second place finish in the state
tournament. Last ~·car's MSU
team placed third.
The warn will be one of 12 at
Morehead for the championship event. There will be
two pools (divisions) consisting
of
teams each. First round
games will be played on Fri.
and the winners and runners·
up of each pool will enter the
championship bracket to bo
played on Saturday.
This year, Kentucky will be
allowed to send three teams to
the regional tournament which
will be played at Richmond
and whose championship will
be decided on Nov . .22-23.
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John C. Neubauer

Real Estate

Racer quarterback Tom Pandolfi, whn threw an exceptional
game deo;pite being robbed of
four aenals, had rnoved his
team to a third and seven
situation on the EKU 21 v.·ith
MSU trailing 20-10.
He was forced to hurry the
pass which was fired in the
direction of wide receiver
Willie DeLoach, who had
already grabbed 1'1 touchdown
strike. But teammate Garry
Brumm had worked free from
his <'overage and moved
towards the area of the intended pass.

Phone 753-0101
505 Main Street

Bob Rodgers
Broker-Salesm a n 753-711 6

Let's Gather Your
Laundry Together

Both receivers went for the
ball which bounced off the
players and into the arms of
EKU Sl'lfety Steve Frommeyer
who outfought several stunned
Ra<·er blockers and galloped 64
yards downfield before being

.
I
In
Concert

R-E-0 SPEEDWAGON
Pure Praire L~ague and
Maureen McGovern
Friday, November 8, 1974
Fieldhouse 7:30 p.m.
T he University of T ennessee at Martin
Murray State student tickets only
$5.00 at the Dean of Men's office in
the Sub, or send cashier's check or
money order for $6.00 each to:
Tickets, Box 134, The University of
Tennessee at Martin, Martin, Tennessee, 38238.

ooooiaoaaaaoaaooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

... for a fres h clean start for the
hol idays. Come, use ou r large
capacity wa shers and dryers. It's
the convenient, fast, economical
wa y to ha ndl e wa shday.
Attendant on Hand!

BOONE'S

L1undrr & Cle1ners
Visit any of 6 Locations:
605 Main - North 12th
13th & Main - 5 Poi nts
6th & Poplar - Story Ave.
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Copeland, Lim rs named
as Players of the Week

ONLY A STEP behind the three Wettern Ken·
tucky paceaetter1 ie MSU'e Enf)lehman cro..
country runner Brian Rutter who tinlehed 11th
In the Ohio Valley Con.f erence champlon•hlp•
thie put weekend. Rutter ttnl•hed the tint

Photo by Rick Orr
mile with a •:18. but fell ott the torrid pace aa
WKU turned to ite aweeome reeerve power and
continued Itt yearly dominance of the aport.
(See related atory on paJe 18).

Women's tennis team ends
season with perfect 9-0 slate
The women's tennis team at
Murray State University settled
down for a long winter's nap
this week.

The unbeaten alate in fall
matches is the beet total on
record, but for another reuon,
the fall seaaon waa not totally
satisfying.

The squad had a final fall
match with Illinois State
University last weekend but it
was rained out following the
singles play. At the time of the
cancellation the score was
knotted at four matches apiece.

Although the women were
unbeatable in scheduled mat.
ches, their play was sluggish in
the state tournament, which
took place two weeks ago in
Bowling Green. Instead of
coming home with the sought
after first-place trophy, the
women captured a respectable
but disappointing third place.
Hcwever, the female netters
will return all players for the

Now the team goes into
hibernation, taking with it a
perfect 9·0 record from regular
season fall play.

spring season and even though
there won't be another shot at
the state tournament, they will
have a chance to continue their
unbeaten streak. Already there
are five matches scheduled ac·
cording to their coach, Nita
Head.

So with the fat of an un·
beaten regular season to live on
and the thought of an un·
satisfying third place finish in
state tourney action to dream
about, the women take their
winter break. But when spring
comes they will arise again,
hungry for more victories.

A Middle Tennessee State
University running back and a
Western Kentucky defensive
back were selected as the Ohio
Valley Conference's Players of
the Week after outstanding in·
dividiual performances in last
Saturday's contests.
Dwaine Copeland, a 5·11,
190 pound senior, won his
award after breaking an MTSU
school record in rushing for 200
yards in 17 attempts and
scoring his team's only two
touchdowns.
Although the Blue Raiders
loet the contest to Ball State,
43·14, he moved to the eighth
position in total league of·
fenaive production.
Meanwhile, Virgil Livers, a
5·10, 175 pound senior, earned
his spot by leading the Hilltop·
pers with seven individual
tackles and returning six punts
for a total 92 yards in their 36·
0 rout of Morehead State.

In addition, Livers returned
one of the punts for a 79 yard
touchdown.
Senior MSU quarterback
Tom Pandolfi and senior defen·
sive end Alfred Caldwell were
selected as Stars of the Week
following the Racer's 30-16 loes
to Eastern Kentucky.
Pandolfi was cited for com·
pleting 14 of 27 passes good for
157 yards and one touchdown.
In addition he rushed seven
times for 20 yards on the
ground.
He ranks second in the OVC
in passing and seventh in total
offense.
Caldwell, meanwhile, contributed 14 individual tackles
and five 888ists in an out·
standing performance. He leads
the Racers in tackles with 75 to
his credit through eight games.

Large Variety of
WINTER JACKETS
1/ 4 OFF
The Men's Store
901 Coldwater Road

Near 5 Points

120 1 Chestnut

HAMBURGER
753-1314

Inflation Fighter Coupon

......... .......
Only 1 coupon honored per per son
~

I

I

~
~

s

hamburgers for s1c
Plus Ky. Sales Tax

a

=

t-'f

I 0~ .Thats 2 hamburgers FREE ·
I~

II

Offer lood Fri., Sat. I Sui .

I
....... , I I
I
1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._
OPEN 9 AM·Til Mldnl1ht

Freall•en

Sl pllo• ona

Juniors

While attending Murray State
University you can be a member of
the FLY NAVY TEAM. During the aum·
mer between your junior and senior
year you go to Pensacola, Florida, for
a portion of Aviation Officer Can·
dldate School. You go back to Pensacola after graduation and complete
your aviation training.

\J

~

lcj

1lraillil fOr the
N'-IQ's sky now.

7 DAYS

Sellers
Know where you are going In
1875? Reaerve your seat for Naval

Aviation training at Pensacola
NOW, there aren•t many lett.
S.. the Navy Information Team
on cam~ or 'call 800.m-51i80,
Mk for Officer Programs.

Be Someone Special. Flw NaVy.
...........

Murray Sta lft Ne we
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BANK OF MURRAY
Three convenient locations
to serve the university

Main

Downtown Branch
The Special

Occa5ioo Calls
For Formal Wear

by

University Branch

The Harmon Football Forecast
11-SOUTHERN CAL
12- MARYLAND
13-AUBURN
14-0KLAHOMA STATE
1S-MISSOURI

&-NOTRE DAME
7-NEBRASKA
I-TEXAS
9-PENN STATE
1G-FLDRIDA

1-0KLAHOMA
2- DHIO STATE
3-ALABAMA
4-MICHIGAN
S-TEXASA & M

Saturday, Nov. 9- Major Colleees
Air Force
Alabam a
Arizona State

20
25
24
24
24
22
27
28

Arizona

f rom

College
Shop
(Next to WalAftce's Bookstor e)

University
Book Store
" For All Your
University Needs"

Go Racers!

Arkansas
Auburn
Ball State
Boston Colleae
Bowlin& Green
Central Michiaan
Cincinnati
Col pte
COIOI'IdO
Cornell
Dartmouth
D111ke
Duke
Ent Carolina
Florida
Fresno State
Harvard
Holy Cross
Idaho
Indiana
Lehilh
Lenolr-Rhyne
Louisiana Tech
Louisville
Maryland
Memphis State
••Miami, Fla.
Miami (Ohio)
Mlchipn
Navy
Nebl'lska
New Mexico
North c:aronna
North Texas
Ohio State
Oklahoma State
Oklahoma
Penn State
Purdue
Rutgers
Sal'l Dieeo State
San Jose state
South Carolllla
Southern Cal
Southern llllnoi'
SW Louisiana
Tampa
Temple
Texas A&M
Texas Tech
Texas
Toledo
Tulsa
U.C.L-A.
Utah State
Vanderbilt
V.P.I.
Virrinia
Wuhlngton State
Washington
West Virginia
Wlaconstn
Wyomlnr
Yale

22

28
20
.21
21
20
31
23
33
21
24
26
20
17
20
28
36

21

21
14

48

24

17

29
29
30
30
28

23

17

35

32
34

28
22
31
27
23
28
23
29
16
24
26
30
27
23
21
30
26
22
28
26
24
21
25
23
28
27
21

Army

10

Bri&ham Vounc
Colorado State
Rice
Mississippi State
Northern Illinois
Tulane
Arkansas State
Western Mich,san
Ohio U
Bucknell
Kanaas
Brown
Columbia
Northern Arizona
Wtke Forest
Richmond
Georela
Lone Beach
Princeton
Massachusetts
Weber
Northwestern
Davidson
Furm an
Lamar

16
13

L.s.u.

oar.on

Vilanova
Ten11esaee
florida State
Kent State
llllno4s
The Citadel
Iowa State
Utah
Clemson
Wichita
Michlaan State
Ktnsas State
Mlasourl
No. Carolina State
Minnesota
Lafayette
Pacific
Hawaii
Appalachian
Stanford
Nort hern Michlaan
Arlington
West Texas
Pittsburgh
S.M.U.
T.C.U.
Baylor
Mershall
New Mexico State
Oregon
Southern Mlsslsslppl
Kentucky
William & Mary
V.M .I.
oreaon State
Cali fornia
Syrecuse
Iowa
U .T.E.P.
Pennsylvania

to

14

H

14
12
2l
6
15
7
17
17
6
21

KILL

~i~h':r.s

Austin Peay

- ro
23

Ouachita
Presbyterian
Randolph-Macon
SE. Louisiana
Southwestern, Ten!'l.

25
15
24
19

7

6
23
24
7
16
14
17
0
14
13
6
0
21
6
14

7

7
8
16
15
8
9
6

28
26
17
24
20
22
21
27
20
38
23
34
42
28
17
21
40
35
22
24
24
28
24
31
20
28

20
20
7
0

7

15
6
7
14
20

10
15

7
7
14
14
13
13
16
10
17
21
14
7
7
6
17
10
21
27
14
15
20
20'
22
10
23
7

24
27
40
20
23
22
35
21
20
15
17
24
14
23
28
25
28
24
30
26
14
26
27
20
22
26
20
14
27
21
21
28
31
24

Willie DeLoac h is playe r
th e wt'e k . T he j uni or
w i dl'· rt'ce l ver h ad fltll:
receptlon11 for 77 yards
an d
one
to u <'hdown
against Jo:astern. DPI..oach
is leading active pus
receivPr for thl' I{Rcen.
of

Ro n Besh ear
Dave T ravis

Rochester
12
Thiel
7
Coast Guard
6
TrimlY
20
Colby
17
Tufts
13
Southern Connecticut 7
Corti and
16
Boston U
9
Mai ne
7
Ca li fornia State
7
MOI'IVian
6
Lock Haven
13
Swarthmore
6
Union
7
Shlppensbura
13
Jersey City
0
Sprl ng'field
13
Vermont
21
Worcester Tach
14
Cia rlon
16
Ch~MY

Lycomln&
,
Muhlenbera
Delaware V1tley
Wesleyan

Other Games Akron
Ashl and
Baldwin-Wallace
••Benedictine
Cameron
Central Oklehoma
Colorado Colleee
DePauw
E. Central Oklahoma
Eastern Illinois
Eureka
Ferris
Hiram
Illinois State
Indiana Central
John Carroll
Millikin
Missouri southern
Missouri Valley
Monmouth
Mt. Union
MuskinRUm
North Dakota State
N orth Dakota
NW Missouri
o maha
Ottawa
St. Norbert
South Dakota
SE Missouri
SW Missouri
William Jewell
Wittenber&
Younastown

Tarleton
7
Washington & Jeff'son 7
Emory & Henry
20
Baptist Christl t n
6
Morris
0
Washington & Lee
7
Morehead
10
Newberry
8.
Alabama A & M
12
Findlay
14
Concord
13
Mont icello
6
Southwest TeXI S
~3
Texas Southern
d
NE Louisiana
11
Tril'llly
16
NW LOUisiana
6
Austin
6
Austl n Peay
13
North iAiabamt
17
Arttansas Tech
7
14
Gardner-Webb
B rideewater
14
Delta
20
Maryville
7

John

Wi~n

NORTHWESTERN

MUTUAl liFf

[NMLI
• MILWAUKEE

7

13
12
7

14

Midwest

We&tern Illinois
Evansville
Wooster
Nebraska Wesleyan
NE Oklahoma
S£ Oklahoma
Kansas Wesleyan
Hope
Langston
Rolla
Iowa Wesleyan
Wayne, Mich .
Cue-Western
Indiana State
Valparaiso
Oberlin
Washington U
Missouri Western
Graceland
Culver-Stockton
Ohio Wesleyan
Marietta
Milwaukee
Aurustana, S.D.
NE Missouri
St. Cloud
Terklo
Northwood
Northern lowe
Central Missouri
Lincoln
Baker
Capital
Central State, Ohio

20
14
0
7
15
13
0
20
16
6
7
17

7

22
20
14
7
6
7

Dennison-Hunt
1203 Chestnu t

7

6
13
16
10
14
22
14
10
19
14

24 Hour
Wrecker Service

8
6

7
7

Other Games- Far West
Boise State
30
car Lutheran
24
Cal Poly (Pomona)
28
Central Washington 17
Chico St1te
21
Claremont
25
Eastern New Me~ico 21
Eastern Oreaon
15
Fort Lewis
21
Humboldt
?6
Linfleld •
~!
Montant
28
Northern Colorado
29
Pacillc Lutheran
42
Portland State
49
RedJ aqds • •
• ; 21
santa •ttara
~3'
Southern U
27
Whittier
21
Whitworth
24
("*Fridly

.

Murray Branch

Willie De l-oach

Other Games- East
Alfred
Alle&heny
American lnt'l
Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
C w Post
Central Connecticut
Connecticut
Delaware
Edinboro
Franklin & Marshall
Indiana U
Johns Hopkins
Middlebury
Millersville
Montclair
New Hampshi re
Northeastern
Norwich
Slippery Rocl<
West Chester.
Western Maryland
Widener
Wilkes
Williams

Other Games- South and Southwest
Abilene Christian
49
Bethany
17
Bluefield
22
Central Methodist
34
Chattanoora
35
Denison
24
East Tennessee
21
Elon
27
Florida A & M
29
Georaetown
30
Glenville
21
• • 38
Henderson
How1rd Payne
<24
Jackson State
27
Jacksonville
24
McMurry
21
McNeese
31
Millsaps
14

34

27

Mississippi College
Eastern Kentucky
Sam Houston
Bishop
~:~Fnen-Sydney
Fayettevi lle
Carson-Newman
M1ddle Tennessee
Catawba

of the

W eelc

16-HOUSTON
17- GEORGIA
11-MIAMI (Ohio)
11-ARKANSAS
2G-ARIZONA STATE

22
21
27
34
~~
31
33

Stat• Colleae
Tennessee Tech
Texas A &. I
'Texas Luthertn
Towson
Troy
Vir&lnia Union
Western Ctrollna
Western Kentucky
WrffJrd

Pla~cr

•

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
7th and Main .

Davis
7
Sacramento
13
Northrid&e
12
Eastern WeshtnltOn 14
Haywa rd
l7
Pomona
14
New MeXICO Hi&hl.nds 6
Oregon Colle&a
14
Colorado Mines
10
Sa n Fl'llncisco
20
College of Idaho
12
Idaho Slllte
_ 17
Washburn ;
14
Pacific
6
Western wnhlngton 0
• 1.,
.Pccideotai • • \ •.,
"Neva<fa (Reno,
2t
los Anreles
14
LaVerne
14
Lewis &. Clark
II

TABERS
BODY
~. SHOP

. . ..
PHONE

753-3134

games)

We carry a complete line of
formal wear by:
Palm Beach
Lord West
After Six
The Kln1s Den Is your complete
tu~edo rental service .

~ing's

h

~

'·

Den

"ne" Stert Fir Mti
Ctittt' . 753-0550

Open 9-9
Mon.-Saf.

''"<Q
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Harriers place third
By RAY DALEY
Sporta Writer

Murray State senior Gordy
Benefield and freshman Martyn Brewer took eighth and
lOth places respectively last
week at the Ohio Valley Conference Championship Cross
Country Meet, held at the
Murray-Calloway
Cou ntry
Club u the Racers fmiahed
third.
Benefield, a former junior
college AU-America, ran the
six-mile course in 30:46, while
Brewer finished with a 31;06
time.
Tied for flflt place in the
race were Nick Roee, Tony
Stayninp , Chris Ridler and
Dave Long, all of Western Ken-

tucky. T he foursome won by a
substantial margin with an
unofficial 29:44 time and led
the Hilltoppers conference
crown.
The winners, however, did
not run the race unchallenged
as Racer Brian Rutter hung
with the leaders for their first
half of the race going through
the mile in an outstand in1
4:18.
He croeeed the two mile
mark in 9:06 but, could not
maintain the fast pace and
faded to 11th.
Bob Arnett and Clint Stroh-

meier of MSU at.o finished in
the top 20 placin1 16th and
20th respectively.

Ohio Valley Conference
Weste rn Kentucky
Eastern Ke n tu cky
Murray State
Tenneeaee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Au atin Peay
Eaat Tenne88ee
Morehead State

Eastern Ken tucky
Murray Sute

30

Western Kentu cky

38

~orehead

State

18

0

Lea cue

Overall

4-1-0
4-1-0
3-2-0
2-2-0
2-2-0
1-3-0
1-3-0
1-4-0

6-1-G
&-2-0
6-2-G
3-G-0
3-5-0
3-6-0
2-6-0
2-6-0

Ball State (Ind.)
Middle Tenneaaee
Unlverelty of Tenn.·Martln
Auatln Peay

Sl

28

Racer harrier Rod Harvey,
MSlfa fourth man, was ef·
fected by Saturday's warm tem·
perature and collapsed of heat
exhaustion immediately after
crossing the fmish line. He was
taken to the Murray.Calloway
County Hospital and released
Sunday morning, according to
Coach Bill Cornell.

"Rod put out hia beat effort,
u did the other members of the
team," uid Coach Cor nell,
"That is all you can au of
them ."
Althoush somewhat diuppointed about his teama' third
place behind runner-up East

•

ln

ovc

Tenne88ee, the coach seems
confident that his harriers can
beat ETSU with a few strategic
revisions. "If Rutter runs his
usual race pace and doesn't go
out too fast we should beat
them," he said.
The team will have the opportunity to teat their abilities
tomorrow, u they compete in
the NCAA Regional& in South
Carolina.
AU OVC teams will be running as will neighboring con·
ference., to total nearly 40
aquada in the compet ition. The
top six teama will qualify for
the NCAA Championship
which will be Nov. 18 in
Bloomington, Ind.

meet

Results of conference meet:
1. Nick Rose WKU29:44 (tied)
I . Tony 8U.ynlnp WKU 21:44

C ..m Rldler WKU

1t:.u

1. Dave Lon1 WKU
6. Oeear Morpn AP
8. Ray McBryant ETSU
7. Mark VunacaiD BTSU
8. Gordy Ben eftelcl IISU
I. Frank Greely ET8U
10. Martyn Brewer MSU

H :«
M:J1

1.

a•.n

10:11
10:41
H:IO
JIM

Team Scone:
L WHtel'll Ke ntucky
I. Butel'll Te-.....
I. 11• 1'1'117 S&ate
4. J:as&al'll Kataek)'
6. . . . . .....

.. Aud.D Peay
7. Teaaeeeee Teeh
.. lllclclle Tena.....

22
M

II
lJI
1JI
lU
lU
181

Bruce Douglass wins title
at Louisiana tournament
Bruce Dou1lasa. MSU golfer
from Stou1hton, Mass., brought
home the biggest prize ever won
by a Murray player last
weekend--the individual championship of the Louisiana State
University
Intercollegiate
Tournament.
Playing against some of the
nation's best teams such as
Texas, Memphis State, Oral
Roberts, and host LSU ,
Douglass shot a six-under-par
207 for the 64-hole tournament
to win the individual title by
two strokes over a pair of LSU
golfers, Stan Lee and Mike
Schroeder.
Douglass had a two-under 69
the first round, a fine 66 the
second round to take the lead,
and a one-over 72 the third

r ound--despite two out-ofbounds shota.
The individual title was the
second of the fall for Douglass.
He won the Murray State Intercollegiate with a six-underpar score or 138 for 36 holes. In
Murray's two other fall tournaments, he w.as third in the
Sewanee
Intercollegiate,
Sewanee, Tenn.; and thirteenth
in the Mid-America In tercollegiate a t Bonne Terre,
Mo.
Douglass t ransferred t o
Murray State last season from
Broward Junior College, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. He finished
fifth in the Ohio Valley Conference Championships last
sprinr to qualify for the NCAA
However he

was
stricken
with
mononucleosis durin1 the
national championships and
failed to make the cut.
One of the outstanding young
amateurs in New England,
Douglass qualified for the
United States Amateur last
summer.
Murray State golf coach
Buddy Hewitt says that
Douglass is the most complete
player he' s ever coached.
" Bruce has made va st improvements in his game the last
year. He also has the temperment for playing strong
competitive golf with the best,
and I think he has a fine
chance to be a successful
professional player," Hewitt
said.
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Nov. 9th thru Nov. 13th

